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Abstract. We consider constructions for cryptographic hash functions
based onm-bit block ciphers. First we present a new attack on the LOKI-
DBH mode: the attack finds collisions in 23m/4 encryptions, which should
be compared to 2m encryptions for a brute force attack. This attack
breaks the last remaining subclass in a wide class of efficient hash func-
tions which have been proposed in the literature. We then analyze hash
functions based on a collision resistant compression function for which
finding a collision requires at least 2m encryptions, providing a lower
bound of the complexity of collisions of the hash function. A new class of
constructions is proposed, based on error correcting codes over GF(22)
and a proof of security is given, which relates their security to that of
single block hash functions. For example, a compression function is pre-
sented which requires about 4 encryptions to hash an m-bit block, and
for which finding a collision requires at least 2m encryptions. This scheme
has the same hash rate as MDC-4, but better security against collision
attacks. Our method can be used to construct compression functions
with even higher levels of security at the cost of more internal memory.

1 Introduction

Hash functions are functions which map a string of arbitrary size to a short string
of fixed length (typically 128. . . 160 bits). Hash functions which satisfy security
properties (collision resistance, second preimage resistance, and preimage resis-
tance) are widely used in cryptographic applications such as digital signatures,
password protection schemes, and conventional message authentication.

We consider hash functions based on block ciphers with block length and key
length both equal to m bits. Such a block cipher defines, for each m-bit key, a
permutation on m-bit strings. The main argument to construct hash functions
based on block ciphers is the minimization of the design and implementation
effort. Additionally, the trust in existing block ciphers can be transferred to
hash functions. These arguments are historically very important (DES [10] was
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seen as a main building block for practical cryptography), and have gained more
importance due to the recent cryptanalytical successes achieved by H. Dobbertin
[7, 8] on custom designed hash functions such as MD4 [26] and MD5 [27].

The main disadvantage of this approach is that specific hash functions are
likely to be more efficient. One also has to take into account that legal restric-
tions on the use and import or export of hash functions might be weaker than
those applying to encryption algorithms. Finally, block ciphers may exhibit some
weaknesses that are only important if they are used in a hashing mode. The
(semi)-weak keys of DES and the corresponding fixed points [20], and the key
schedule weakness of SAFER [13] are good illustrations of this fact.

We define the hash rate of a hash function based on an m-bit block cipher
as the number of m-bit message blocks processed per encryption or decryption.

After the publication of several weak proposals in the late 1970s, the first
secure constructions for a hash function based on a block cipher were the scheme
by Matyas, Meyer, and Oseas [18] and its dual, which is widely known as the
Davies-Meyer scheme1. Both schemes have rate 1, and give a hash result of only
m bits (which explains the name single block length hash functions). Finding a
collision for such a scheme using the birthday paradox [30] requires about 2m/2

encryptions, while finding a (second) preimage requires about 2m encryptions.
Later it was shown that there exist essentially two secure single block length
hash functions in this model, and that 12 different schemes can be obtained by
applying a linear transformation to the inputs [24]. One of these schemes has
been specified in ISO/IEC 10118 [12].

Since most block ciphers have a block length of m = 64 bits, the need for
double block length hash functions became apparent. The goal of these construc-
tions is to achieve a security level against brute force collision attacks of at least
2m encryptions. Three main classes of hash functions have been proposed:

– Hash functions with rate 1 and with an internal memory of 2m bits; most
of these constructions have been broken (see for example [14]), a notable
exception being the LOKI-DBH mode proposed at Auscrypt’90 [4]. In this
paper it will be shown that a collision attack for this hash function requires
only 23m/4 encryptions; the attack is more general and shows that there are
no hash functions in this class for which finding a collision requires more
than 23m/4 operations.

– MDC-2 (rate 1/2) and MDC-4 (rate 1/4) [2]; their security to brute force
collision attacks is about 2m encryptions, and to preimage attacks about
23m/2 respectively 22m encryptions. For the important practical case of DES,
m = 64, but the key is only 56 bits long; a collision search requires then only
255 encryptions for both schemes, and a preimage can be obtained after 283

respectively 2109 encryptions [22]. A further generalization of MDC-2 has
been included in ISO/IEC 10118 [12].

– Merkle’s schemes, the best of which has rate 0.276 (for a 64-bit block cipher
with a 56-bit key) [19]. A security proof is given which assumes that the

1 This scheme was apparently known to Meyer and Matyas ca 1979.
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underlying single block length hash function is secure. If DES is used, the rate
becomes about 0.266, and finding a collision requires at least 256 operations
[19, 22]. A practical disadvantage are the inconvenient block sizes.

In summary, the known constructions do not provide an acceptable security
level against parallel brute force collision attacks: it follows from [25, 28] that a
security level of at least 275 . . . 280 encryptions is required, which is not offered
by any of the current proposals. Moreover, a similar or higher security level for
preimage attacks would be desirable as well.

In this paper we try to resolve this problem by proposing a new efficient
construction for a hash function based on a block cipher for which finding a
collision requires at least 2qm/2 encryptions (with q ≥ 2), and finding a preimage
requires at least 2qm encryptions. For q = 2, the constructions are more efficient
than existing proposals with the same security level. The new constructions
result in a parallelizable hash function, the security of which can be related to
that of the well known single block length hash functions. The basic ingredients
of the scheme will be the use of a larger internal memory and a quaternary error
correcting code.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In §2 we review a general
model and some properties of hash functions. §3 gives the new attack on the
LOKI-DBH mode. In §4 it is shown that extending the existing schemes to
triple and quadruple solutions does not result in an improved security level. Our
new construction for a hash function based on block ciphers is presented in §5,
and §6 contains the conclusions.

2 Hash Functions

A hash function is an easily implementable mapping from the set of all binary
sequences to the set of binary sequences of some fixed length. Almost all hash
functions described in the literature are iterated hash functions, i.e., they are
based on an easily computable function h(·, ·) from two binary sequences of
respective lengths m and l to a binary sequence of length m. The message M is
split into blocks Mi of l bits or M = (M1,M2, . . . ,Mn). If the length of M is
not a multiple of l, M is padded using an unambiguous padding rule. The value
Hn of length m is obtained by computing iteratively

Hi = h(Hi−1,Mi) i = 1, 2, . . . , t , (1)

where H0 is a specified initial value denoted with IV . The function h is called
the compression function or the hash round function. The hash result is then
obtained by applying an output transformation g to Hn, or Hash(IV,M) = H =
g(Ht). Note that the output transformation is often the identity function.

The theoretical work on the security of hash functions has concentrated on
the reduction of the security of Hash(·) to that of h(·, ·) [5, 16, 19, 21]. For these
reductions to work in practice, we need to append an additional block at the end
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of the input string which contains its length. This operation, proposed indepen-
dently by R. Merkle [19] and I. Damg̊ard [5] is known as MD-strengthening. If
MD-strengthening is used, one can prove the following connection between the
security of a hash function and of its compression function.

Theorem 1. Let Hash(·) be an iterated hash function with MD-strengthening.
Then preimage and collision attacks on Hash(·, ·) (where an attacker can choose
IV freely) have about the same complexity as the corresponding attacks on h(·, ·).

Note that in practical applications, the IV of a hash function is fixed in the
specifications. This might lead to a higher security level; Theorem 1 gives a
lower bound on the security of Hash(IV, ·).

The use of a secure compression function h(·, ·) allows for the replacement of
the iterative construction by a parallelizable tree construction [5].

In view of the above, it is remarkable that most practical hash functions do
not have a collision resistant compression function (the most important excep-
tions are the DES based hash functions of R. Merkle [19]). For the first class of
hash functions (as discussed in §1) it was shown that collisions for the compres-
sion function require at most 2m/2 encryptions [11]; the same result was proved
for a large class of related hash functions of rate 1/2. Collisions for the compres-
sion function of MDC-2 and MDC-4 can be found in time respectively 228 and
241 [22]. Collisions for the compression function of MD5 have been presented in
[6, 8].

In the following EZ(X) denotes the encryption of them-bit plaintextX under
the m-bit key Z, and DZ(Y ) denotes the decryption of the m-bit ciphertext
Y under the m-bit key Z. It will be assumed that the block cipher has no
weaknesses, i.e., for every key it can be modeled as a random permutation (see
for example [19]).

3 Attacks on LOKI-DBH

Consider the following general form of a double block length hash function:
{

H1
i = EA(B) ⊕ C

H2
i = ER(S) ⊕ T

(2)

For a scheme of hash rate 1, A, B, and C are binary linear combinations of
the m-bit vectors H1

i−1, H
2
i−1, M

1
i , and M2

i , and R, S, and T are binary linear
combinations of the vectors H1

i−1, H
2
i−1, M

1
i , M

2
i , and H1

i . If H
1
i and H2

i can
be computed independently, the hash function is called parallel ; if H2

i depends
on H1

i , the hash function is called serial.
In [14] L. Knudsen and X. Lai present attacks on a large number of double

block length hash functions of hash rate 1 for fixed IV. However, for one class
of functions their (second) preimage attacks required a huge table of 2m 2m-
bit values; no collision attacks were reported for these hash functions. In the
following we provide the last piece of the puzzle by presenting attacks on all
hash functions of hash rate 1 defined by (2) which are much faster than brute
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force attacks and which require only small memory. In particular these attacks
break the LOKI-DBH hash function [4].

We consider double block length hash functions for which H1
i (or H2

i ) can
be written as

H1
i = EA(B)⊕ C with





A
B
C



 = L ·









H1
i−1

H2
i−1

M1
i

M2
i









(3)

where L is a binary 3 × 4 matrix. This includes all double block length hash
functions of hash rate 1 (serial or parallel), as defined in (2), but also more
complex schemes. Also, we will rewrite A and B of (3) as follows

[

A
B

]

= N1 ·

[

H1
i−1

H2
i−1

]

⊕ N2 ·

[

M1
i

M2
i

]

(4)

where N1 and N2 are 2× 2 binary submatrices of L.

Theorem 2. For the double block length hash functions of hash rate 1, whose
compression functions have the form of (2), the complexities of second preimage
and preimage attacks are upper bounded by about 4 × 2m. The complexity of a
collision attack is upper bounded by about 3 × 23m/4. For all but two classes of
hash functions, the complexity of the collision attack is at most 4× 2m/2.

Proof: Consider the general form (2). In the following we will attack the
compression functionH1

i and use the notation of (3). The proofs forRank(L) < 3
and for Rank(L) = 3, Rank(N2) = 1 were given in [14]. In the following let
Rank(L) = 3 and Rank(N2) = 2.
Since Rank(L) = 3, A, B, and C are linearly independent, andH1

i can be written
as

H1
i = EA(B)⊕ C0

= EA(B)⊕A⊕ C1

= EA(B)⊕B ⊕ C2

= EA(B)⊕A⊕B ⊕ C3

with C0, C1, C2, and C3 different from zero. Rank(N2) = 2 implies that one
of the four variables C0, C1, C2 or C3 does not contain any of the message
variables M1

i ,M
2
i or M1

i ⊕M2
i . Let C

j denote that variable.
The cases Cj = C0 and Cj = C1 were discussed in [14]. If Cj = C2, we
assume without loss of generality that C2 = H1

t−1. We present meet-in-the-
middle attacks which are faster than brute-force attacks and distinguish between
the (second) preimage attack and the collision attack.

The (second) preimage attack:

1. Backward step: choose 2m values for (A,B) and compute

H ′1
t−1 = C2 = EA(B)⊕B ⊕H1

t for the given value of H1
t .
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2. Forward step: choose 2m values for (M ′′1
t−1,M

′′2
t−1) and compute

(H ′′1
t−1, H

′′2
t−1) from (H1

t−2, H
2
t−2).

Find matches H ′′1
t−1 = H ′1

t−1. For every match use equation (4) to find the val-

ues of (M1
t ,M

2
t ) from (A,B) and (H ′′1

t−1, H
′′2

t−1) (note Rank(N2) = 2). Finally
compute the corresponding value of H2

t . The quantities in the meet-in-middle
attack are m bits long, so this gives us about (2m × 2m)/2m = 2m values of
(H1

t−1, H
2
t−1,M

1
t ,M

2
t ) all hitting the same value of H1

t . Thus, we will find mes-
sages hitting H2

t as well with probability about 63%; the total number of oper-
ations is about 4× 2m.

The collision attack:

1. Backward step: choose 23m/4 values for A and B and compute

H ′1
t−1 = C2 = EA(B)⊕B ⊕H1

t for the given value of H1
t .

2. Forward step: choose 23m/4 values for (M ′′1
t−1,M

′′2
t−1) and compute

(H ′′1
t−1, H

′′2
t−1) from (H1

t−2, H
2
t−2).

Find matches H ′′1
t−1 = H ′1

t−1. For every match compute the values of (M 1
i ,M

2
i )

from (A,B) and (H ′′1
t−1, H

′′2
t−1) using equation (4) and the corresponding value

of H2
t . Since the quantities in the meet-in-middle attack are m bits long, this

gives us about (23m/4 × 23m/4)/2m = 2m/2 values of (H1
t−1, H

2
t−1,M

1
t ,M

2
t ) all

hitting the same value of H1
t . Thus, by the birthday paradox we will find among

these a match for H2
t with probability 1− exp

(

(2m/2)2)/2m+1
)

≈ 39% [9]. The

total number of operations is equal to 3× 23m/4.
If Cj = C3, we choose random values for A and B and compute

C3 = EA(B)⊕A⊕B ⊕H1
t .

Then we proceed similarly as in the previous case. The LOKI-DBH hash function
[4] is an instance of this class of hash functions.

4 Triple and Quadruple Constructions

When the compression function consists of several subfunctions (H1
i , . . . , H

n
i

as above) care has to be taken. As illustrated by the attacks presented in the
previous section, compression functions for which it is possible to invert (parts
of) the outputs are vulnerable to a meet-in-the-middle attack. Therefore we will
require that each of the subfunctions Hj

i have the form of a secure single block
length hash function [24].

Moreover, since most block ciphers have a block length of 64 bits, a brute-
force collision attack on a double block length hash function, as defined by (2),
will never take more than 264 operations. Recent work by van Oorschot and
Wiener [28] shows how parallelization techniques can be used to find collisions
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for such hash functions in reasonable time and at a reasonable cost (less than a
month with 10 mio. US$).

This leads us to specify the requirements for a hash function based on an m-
bit block cipher with compression function consisting of subfunctionsH1

i , . . . , H
n
i

as follows.

1. Each function Hj
i is preimage resistant, i.e., given y = Hj

i (X) about 2m

encryptions are required to find an X ′ such that Hj
i (X

′) = Y .
2. A collision attack on the compression function takes at least 2m operations.

The first requirement above implies that the subfunctions have the form of a
secure single block length hash function [24]. It may help the reader at this point
to think of the subfunction hi as the compression function of the Davies-Meyer
hash function:

hi(Mi, Hi−1) = EMi
(Hi−1)⊕Hi−1 . (5)

The second requirement above implies that the number of subfunctions must be
at least three, i.e., n ≥ 3.

The compression function of a triple block length hash function based on
a block cipher involves three functions H1

i , H
2
i , H

3
i . One iteration will involve

three chaining variables H1
i−1, H

2
i−1, H

3
i−1 and at least one message variable Mi.

It is clear that we cannot meet both our requirements above. Indeed, it will be
possible to make the inputs to one of the subfunctions (e.g., H1

i ) constant by an
appropriate choice of the input variables; subsequently the remaining freedom in
the variables can be used for a brute force collision search on H2

i and H3
i . This

freedom corresponds to two variables.
A similar result holds for quadruple block length hash functions. One itera-

tion will involve at least five variables. One can make the inputs to two of the
subfunctions constant by an appropriate choice of the input variables; the re-
maining freedom, corresponding to one variable, can be used for a brute force
collision search on the other two subfunctions.

In the next section we show that hash functions exist meeting our two re-
quirements for schemes with n > 4.

5 A New General Construction

In this section we present a new general construction for a collision resistant hash
function based on an m-bit block cipher, that is, where collisions will take more
than 2m operations. The construction extends a simple hash mode which is be-
lieved to be secure to a multiple hash mode. The security of the new construction
can be proved based on the following two assumptions:

– the simple hash mode is secure;
– no shortcuts can be found to break independent instances of the simple hash

mode.
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First we make the assumptions more precise, and subsequently we present a new
construction and prove that its security can be derived from the assumptions.
Then extensions of the construction are discussed and a complete example is
provided.

5.1 Security assumptions

We now state the two assumptions required to prove the security of the new
construction.

Assumption 1 (Davies-Meyer) Let EK(.) be an m-bit block cipher with an
m-bit key K. Define the compression function h to be the Davies-Meyer function
(5). Then finding collisions for h requires about 2m/2 encryptions (of an m-bit
block), and finding a (second) preimage for h requires about 2m encryptions.

This assumption is motivated by fact that the Davies-Meyer scheme (and 11
variants of this scheme, see [24]) seems to be secure; a similar assumption has
been used and heuristically motivated by R. Merkle in [19].

Assumption 2 (Multiple Davies-Meyer) Let f1, f2, . . . fn, be different in-
stantiations of the Davies-Meyer function, that is, fi(Xi, Yi) = EXi

(Yi) ⊕ Yi

(these can be obtained by fixing dlog2 ne key bits to different values). Consider a
compression function with 2k m-bit input blocks, Zi, which are expanded by an
affine mapping to the n pairs (Xi, Yi)

2. Assume that the output of the compres-
sion function depends on all 2k blocks, and, more precisely, the matrix of the
affine expansion mapping has rank 2k.
Assume a simultaneous collision for f1, f2, . . . fn, has been found, i.e., two

different sets of input values {zi} and {z
′
i} yielding equal outputs for all n func-

tions. Let {fj} be the set of N functions, N ≤ n, which depend on the input
blocks Zi and Z

′
i for which zi 6= z′

i. Let the rank of the submatrix of the func-
tions {fj} be N − v. Then it is assumed that finding simultaneous collisions for
these N functions fi requires at least 2

vm/2 encryptions, and finding a simulta-
neous (second) preimage for the N functions requires at least 2vm encryptions.

This assumption can be justified with an appropriate assumption about the
underlying block cipher of a multiple Davies-Meyer compression function. More
precisely, consider 2 different subfunctions fi and fj and assume that the inputs
to one subfunction fi are dependent on the inputs to another subfunction fj .
Then if the block cipher is secure, we assume that two inputs colliding for fi

will collide also for fj with probability 2−m. In other words, our assumption is
that, if the block cipher is secure, finding collisions simultaneously for fi and fj

for dependent inputs will not be easier than a brute-force attack.
Consider a multiple Davies-Meyer compression function with n subfunctions

and assume that a simultaneous collision have been found as discussed in As-
sumption 2. Since the rank of the submatrix of the N functions {fj} is N − v,

2 The choice of an even number of input blocks is not mandatory, but this choice will
become clear later.
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it will be possible to find collisions for N − v of these functions independently of
each other. Our assumption then says that finding simultaneous collisions also
for the remaining v functions requires at least 2vm/2 encryptions, and finding a
simultaneous (second) preimage requires at least 2vm encryptions. Thus, the best
an attacker can hope for is a brute force attack on the v remaining functions.

5.2 The new construction

The following theorem describes the new construction and gives a proof for its
security.

Theorem 3. If there exists a quaternary [n, k, d] code of length n, dimension
k, and minimum distance d, with 2k > n, and n = O(m), then there exists
a parallel hash function based on an m-bit block cipher for whose compression
function finding a collision requires at least 2(d−1)m/2 encryptions and finding a
second preimage requires at least 2(d−1)m encryptions provided that Assumption 2
holds. The hash function has an internal memory of n · m bits, and a rate of
(2k/n)− 1.

Proof: The proof is constructive. The compression function consists of n
functions fi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n (see Assumption 2) which have been made different
by fixing dlog2 ne key bits to different values. The input to the compression
function consists of 2k m-bit blocks: the n chaining variables H1 through Hn

(the output of the n functions of the previous iteration) and r message blocks
M1 through M r, with r = 2k − n > 0. In the following, every individual bit of
these m-bit blocks is treated in the same way. The bits of two consecutive input
blocks are pairwise combined yielding k elements of GF (22). These elements are
encoded using a quaternary [n, k, d] code, resulting in n elements of GF (22).
Each of these elements represents the 2-bit inputs to one of the n functions. The
individual input bits are obtained by representing the elements of GF (22) as a
vector space over GF (2). This construction guarantees that the conditions for
Assumption 2 are satisfied for the value v = d− 1. By a linear transformation of
the 2k inputs it is possible to obtain a compression function, where the inputs
to the first k subfunctions are independent of each other. The inputs to the last
n − k subfunctions will depend on the inputs to the first k subfunctions. The
minimum distance of the quaternary code ensures that the inputs to at least d−1
of the last n − k functions will depend on the inputs to the first k functions.
Since n− k ≥ d− 1 [17] the result follows immediately.

The security bound will be slightly smaller than indicated, since a number of
key bits have to be fixed. However, n = O(m), and thus the resulting reduction
of the security level will be negligible. The above bound is a lower bound and
the existence of attacks meeting this bound is not guaranteed. Later we give
a concrete proposal of a compression function constructed as above, for which
the complexity of the best known attacks are even higher than the proven lower
bound.

The existence of efficient constructions for d = 3 follows from the existence
of perfect Hamming codes over GF(22) (see for example [17, 179–180] or [3]).
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Theorem 4. Let q be a prime power. The (perfect) Hamming codes over GF(q)
have the following parameters:

[

n =
qs − 1

q − 1
, k = n− s, d = 3

]

.

The resulting codes can be shortened without decreasing the minimum distance,
which implies the following result:

Corollary 1. There are parallel hash functions based on an m-bit block cipher
for which for the compression function finding a collision requires at least 2m

encryptions and finding a second preimage requires at least 22m encryptions pro-
vided that Assumption 2 holds. The following rates can be obtained in function
of the internal memory: n = 5, rate 1/5, n = 8, rate 1/4, n = 10, rate 2/5,
n = 12, rate 1/2, and n = 21, rate 5/7 (s = 3). For large values of n, the rate
is about

1−
log2(3n+ 1)

n

which is very close to 1.

To obtain an even higher level of security, one can use other codes to construct
schemes for d = 4, e.g. using the codes [9, 5, 4], [12, 8, 4], [16, 12, 4], see [3].

Corollary 2. There are parallel hash functions based on an m-bit block cipher
for which for the compression function finding a collision requires at least 23m/2

encryptions and finding a second preimage requires at least 23m encryptions pro-
vided that Assumption 2 holds. The following rates can be obtained in function
of the internal memory: n = 9, rate 1/9, n = 12, rate 1/3, n = 16, rate 1/2.

Notes:

1. Apart from the simple security proof and the relatively high rates, the
schemes have the advantage that n encryptions can be carried out in par-
allel. The disadvantage of the schemes is the increased amount of internal
memory.

2. For the (second) preimage attack, the security bounds assume that the en-
tropy of the unknown part of the input is at least (d− 1)m bits.

3. Theorem 3 only considers the strength against attacks on the compression
function. The strength of the hash function itself could be improved by divid-
ing the output of a single fi function over all the other functions. However,
proving a stronger security bound is probably quite difficult.

5.3 Extensions

The construction has the property that the size of the hash result is larger than
the security level of the hash function would suggest. This could be a problem
in applications where ‘near collisions’ are not acceptable [1] (e.g., it is feasible to
find two hash values which have n−d+1 colliding blocks). In that case, an output
transformation can be defined which compresses the result of the final iteration.
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We present here two approaches, which do not affect the provable security (both
techniques can be combined; an example is given in § 5.4 below).

Denote with nmin the smallest possible value of n for a given value of d,
such that Theorem 3 holds (e.g., for d = 3, nmin = 5, and d = 4, nmin = 9).
If nmin < n, compress the n blocks to nmin blocks using the new construction
with nmin parallel blocks (since nmin < n, this hash function will have a lower
rate than the original one).

If a reduction is required to less than nmin blocks, one can use a number of
parallel and independent instances of Merkle’s hash function based on a block
cipher [19]. This will be rather slow compared to the new construction, but
this is not so important since Merkle’s function is only required for the output
transformation.

5.4 A practical example

We present the details of a concrete proposal based on an [8, 5, 3] quaternary
code, which is obtained by shortening the [21, 18, 3] Hamming code. The hash
function uses n = 8 parallel encryptions, and hashes 2 · 5− 8 = 2 64-bit message
blocks, resulting in a rate of 1/4. Using a 64-bit block cipher with a 64-bit key,
finding a collision for the compression function requires at least 264 encryptions,
and finding a (second) preimage requires at least 2128 encryptions. Later we
describe the best attacks we have found, which requires even more encryptions.

The generator matrix of the [8, 5, 3] Hamming code over GF(22) has the
following form:













1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 α
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 β
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0













(6)

here 0 = [00], 1 = [01], α = [10], and β = [11]. The order of the chaining vari-
ables is chosen to be H1

i−1,M
1
i , H

3
i−1, H

4
i−1, H

5
i−1, H

6
i−1, H

7
i−1, H

8
i−1, H

2
i−1,M

2
i ,

but can be chosen arbitrarily (the motivation for this particular choice is indi-
cated below). This results in the following compression function, where h(X,Y )
denotes EX(Y )⊕ Y :

H1
i = f1(H

1
i−1,M

1
i )

H2
i = f2(H

3
i−1, H

4
i−1)

H3
i = f3(H

5
i−1, H

6
i−1)

H4
i = f4(H

7
i−1, H

8
i−1)

H5
i = f5(H

2
i−1,M

2
i )

H6
i = f6(H

3
i−1 ⊕H5

i−1 ⊕H7
i−1 ⊕H2

i−1, H
4
i−1 ⊕H6

i−1 ⊕H8
i−1 ⊕M2

i )

H7
i = f7(H

1
i−1 ⊕H2

i−1,M
1
i ⊕M2

i )

H8
i = f8(H

1
i−1⊕H

3
i−1⊕H

4
i−1⊕H

6
i−1⊕H

7
i−1,M

1
i ⊕H

3
i−1⊕H

5
i−1⊕H

6
i−1⊕H

8
i−1)
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In addition, the 8 functions are made different by fixing the values of 3 key bits
to the block cipher.

Although we have proved a lower bound on the complexity of attacks on
the above compression function we have not succeeded in finding such attacks.
Indeed the best collision attack we know is the following. Fix the inputs to
H1

i and H5
i . This yields constant values also for H7

i . Find independently 2m/3-
fold collisions for each of H2

i , H
3
i , and H4

i . This will require about 3 × 24m/3

encryptions of the block cipher [23]. These three sets are combined to a set of
2m simultaneous collisions for H2

i , H
3
i , and H4

i . With a high probability one of
these collisions yield a collision also for H6

i and H8
i . Therefore the best known

collision attack requires about 3 × 24m/3 encryptions of the block cipher. We
need to fix three bits of the key, which gives a security level for collision attacks
of about 281 for m = 64.

In the case of DES [10], one needs to fix an additional 2 key bits in order to
avoid the complementation property, and the (semi-)weak keys and the associ-
ated (anti-)fixed points (bits 2 and 3 of the key are fixed to 01 [2]). Since DES
has a 56-bit key, the effective key size will be reduced to 51 bits, resulting in a
security level of 24·51/3 = 268. By fixing two key bits and three plaintext bits, this
could be improved to 272, which seems to be sufficient to preclude brute force
collision search at the cost of a more complex implementation. The order of the
chaining variables above was chosen to ensure that the message variables do not
occur as key input to the block cipher. The most important reason for this is to
obtain a hash rate of 1/4 since the key size is less than the block size in DES;
moreover, this avoids giving an attacker the advantage in ‘real’ attacks on the
hash function with a fixed value of IV (compared to attacks on the compression
function) of being able to choose the keys.

A reduction of the eight 64-bit blocks to three 64-bit blocks using two parallel
instantiations of Merkle’s construction (resulting in a rate of about 0.25× 0.5 =
1/8) requires about 64 DES encryptions.

Note that the 2m complexity of MDC-2 is the best known attack against the
hash function, while against Merkle’s scheme and our schemes the 2m complexity
is against the compression functions and is a lower bound for the complexity of
an attack on the hash function. The complexity of the best known attack against
the compression function of MDC-2 is only 2m/2.

6 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that designing efficient hash functions with minimal in-
ternal memory based on an m-bit block cipher is a difficult problem. Moreover,
none of the previous proposals provides a protection better than 2m against
brute force collision search. By changing the model slightly (i.e., by increasing
the size of the internal memory, and by introducing an output transformation),
it is possible to obtain a compression function and thus a hash function for which
the security can be proved based on a plausible assumption. The proposed con-
struction achieve the same efficiency as the best current proposals (namely rate
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1/4, or 4 encryptions to hash a single block) but a higher security level, or a
higher efficiency for the same security level. For large value of the internal mem-
ory, rates close to one can be obtained. Also, the constructions allows for a high
degree of parallelism, which will yield even more efficient implementations.
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